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Task 1. TENSES out of 30:_________

Sir Guy Loonaby-Smith, the famous explorer, is being interviewed on TV about his exciting life. 
Complete the dialogue by filling in the correct tenses in the active or the passive voice.

Interviewer:  Sir Guy, you (1) _____________________ (spend) the last sixty years exploring
the world. When (2) __________________________ (you first become) interested in 
travelling?

Sir Guy: Well, I can tell you the exact day. I (3)________________(be) eleven years old
and I (4)_____________________ (sit) in the school library and I
(5) _____________________ (read)a book about South Africa that 
(6)_______________________(recommend) to me by my geography teacher. 
Suddenly I(7)_____________________ (see) a picture of Lake Victoria and at that 
moment I (8)_____________________ (decide) to become an explorer.

Interviewer When (9)___________________________ (you, first, go) to Lake Victoria?

Sir Guy Well, after I (10)_____________________ (leave) school at the age of 15, I
(11) _____________________ (live) with my uncle for two years. He
(12)_____________________ (be) an old man then, but he (13) 
_____________(be) a sailor all his life. He (14)_____________________ (find) me 
a job on a ship and at the age of 17 I (15)_____________________ (arrive) in 
Africa!

Interviewer You (16)_____________________ (travel) to the most interesting countries in the
world. (17)____________________________ (you, ever, have) any frightening
experiences?

Sir Guy Oh yes, lots of them.

Interviewer Which (18)_____________________ (be) your most frightening?

Sir Guy Perhaps it (19)__________________(be) one night in India in 1942. Something
really frightening (20)_____________________ (happen). It 
(21)______________(be) about ten o’clock and I (22)________________(be) in bed.
I (23)_____________________ (hunt) all day and so I (24)_____________________
(feel) very tired. I (25)_____________________ (just blow) out my candle when I
(26)_____________________ (feel) something heavy sitting on my feet. When I
(27)_____________________ (light) my candle, I (28)______________(can)
hardly believe my eyes: a tiger (29)_____________________ (sit) on my bed!

Interviewer My goodness! Is that story really true, Sir Guy?

Sir Guy How dare you ask me that! I (30)_____________________ (never tell) a lie in my life.



Task 2. CONDITIONALS Out of 10:________

Make one sentence of the two by using the conditional structure.

1. You keep looking at me. I am embarrassed.
________________________________________________________________________
2.He doesn't work hard enough. He can't buy a car.
________________________________________________________________________
3.She forgets to lock the door. The thieves can get into the house easily.
________________________________________________________________________
4.I'm not as good a tennis player as you are. I don't win championships.
________________________________________________________________________
5.They always miss the train. They never get up in time.
________________________________________________________________________

Now turn the above sentences (your solutions 1-5) into the Third Conditional.

6._______________________________________________________________________
7._______________________________________________________________________
8._______________________________________________________________________
9._______________________________________________________________________
10.______________________________________________________________________

Task 3. REPORTED SPEECH Out of 20:________

Put the sentences into the Reported Speech.

1. He said "I've been waiting for ages."
___________________________________________________________________________
2. She asked me  "Where is the station, please?"
___________________________________________________________________________
3. He promised "I will do it tomorrow."
___________________________________________________________________________
4. He said "I bought this pearl for my mother the day before yesterday."
___________________________________________________________________________
5. He asked me"Can you swim?" and I said "No, I can't."
___________________________________________________________________________

Now convert these reported sentences into the original sentences.

6.He suggested meeting at the theatre.
___________________________________________________________________________
7.He said that someone was coming and told me to get into the wardrobe.
___________________________________________________________________________
8. He asked whether anyone was there.
___________________________________________________________________________
9. I warned the boys not to swim too far.
___________________________________________________________________________
10. She asked me what I had got in my bag.
___________________________________________________________________________



Task 4. MODALS Out of 10:________

Use one of these modal verbs in the following sentences:  HAVE TO, MUST, MUSTN'T, NEED, 
SHOULD, MIGHT, MAY, CAN, etc.

1. You smoke far too many cigarettes a day. It will make you very sick.
______________________________________________________________________________

2. On Sundays it isn't necessary for students to go to school.
_______________________________________________________________________________

3. Please offer me your help politely.
_______________________________________________________________________________

4. It's unlikely that I will go to the museum, because I have a very bad headache.
_______________________________________________________________________________

5. You have been working in the garden all day. I am sure you are tired now.
_______________________________________________________________________________

6. Visitors are prohibited from parking here between 7am and 8pm.
_______________________________________________________________________________

7. You don't have 500 forints for me until tomorrow, do you?
_______________________________________________________________________________

8. You had better get some rest.
_______________________________________________________________________________

9. I am certain he is at least 35.
_______________________________________________________________________________

10. There is no light in the window. I'm sure they're at home.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Task 5. PREPOSITIONS Out of 10:________

Use a preposition in the following sentences,

1. He has worked as a journalist ________the last few years.
2. What did you get ________Christmas?
3. Let's meet ______Friday noon.
4. I want you to finish your home essay the latest ______next Monday.
5._______next week we could go swimming if you like.
6. Shakespeare was born_______23 April 1564.
7. My best holiday ever was _______the spring of 1998.
8.She had been paiting ________years before she could sell a single picture.
9.I started my new course ________last May.
10._________Christmas morning English families sit together to open their presents.



Task 6. PASSIVES Out of 10:________

Change the active into the passive and the passive into the active.

1. My mother will give me a biscuit.
___________________________________________________________
2. They are operating on her at the moment.
___________________________________________________________
3. Visitors mustn't smoke in the corridor.
___________________________________________________________
4. They promised the workers on strike better wages.
___________________________________________________________
5. All employees should wash their coffee mugs after use.
___________________________________________________________
6. Shakespeare was considered to be a genious by Queen Elizabeth I.
___________________________________________________________
7. The famous composer is thought to have lived in this house.
___________________________________________________________
8. Mary took us to the cinema.
___________________________________________________________
9. I hate being laughed at.
___________________________________________________________
10. Animals are not to be given food by visitors.
___________________________________________________________

Task 7. PHRASAL VERBS Out of 10:________

Fill the gaps with a missing particle.

1. I am looking ____________to meeting you soonest.
2. Teenagers often don't seem to get_______well ______their parents.
3. It's amazing how much Maggie takes______her mother. They look like sisters.
4. It's dangerous to drink so much. You should cut_______on drinking whiskey.
5. I'm so angry. I left my dictionary somewhere and I can't look ______this new word now.
6. The plane is going to take________in five seconds.
7. We're fed ________ with our new boss, he is too bossy.
8. Why don't you come ________with a better idea if you don't like ours?
9. Helen has fallen _______with Tom. She doesn't even want to see him any more.
10. Peter also broke __________ with Suzie. They don't go out with each other any longer.

STUDENT'S RESULTS:

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 MAX TOTAL

30 10 20 10 10 10 10 100 ------------

-------------


